PROCEDURES FOR SAFETY OPERATIONS OF GOLF CARTS

A. Introduction

The information and instructions included in this document will enable operators of golf carts to avoid situations that may compromise their safety or the safety of those in the vicinity of the vehicle, and avoid damaging the vehicle or any of its accessories. These policies will act as the guidelines for all UNE employees or student workers who must:

- use golf carts for work purposes
- provide service to unlicensed vehicles

B. Responsibilities

1. Environmental Health and Safety
   a. Provide practical driving test as necessary
   b. Provide training for all personnel whose job requires the use of a golf cart
   c. Provide for periodic review of program

2. Department Supervisor
   a. Ensure that all affected employees complete the required training.
   b. Maintain compliance with this policy and address enforcement issues through the use of the UNE Employee Handbook and/or UNE Faculty Handbook and/or UNE Student Handbook.

3. Employee/Student Operators
   a. Complete golf cart Safety training, upon assignment. This training is a one-time training.
   b. Operate golf carts according to the policies set forth in this plan
   c. Ensure that golf carts are brought to the Mechanic Shop on Fridays in the summer for weekly fluid checks.

4. Maintenance Mechanic
   a. Provide necessary maintenance to golf carts per manufacturer’s specifications
   b. Set the UNE golf carts so that the maximum speed is 15 mph (see #6 below)
   c. Check fluid levels, back up alarm function, head lights, taillights, and flashing light(s) weekly, when the carts are brought to the garage

5. Facilities Tracking
   a. Maintain employee training records
   b. Logging and managing the daily use of golf carts

C. Purpose
The purpose of this document it is to ensure that all Golf Cart operators are aware of the operating and safety features of vehicles of this type, prevent accidents, and minimize damage or injuries. Operating a UNE golf cart requires your full attention in order to prevent an accident.

D. Policies and Procedures

1. Use of a cell phone or other electronic device while operating a UNE Golf cart is strictly prohibited. If the operator of the golf cart needs to communicate with a cell phone or electronic device, the operator must stop the golf cart in a safe location and remain stopped until the communication has been terminated.

2. Golf carts are to be driven only on the sidewalks. If you need to cross a roadway, cross only at a designated crosswalk. Under no other circumstances can a golf cart be driven on a public roadway (i.e. Route 9 or Hills Beach Rd.).
   a. When crossing Rte. 9 from the access road you must use the crosswalk and also activate the pedestrian crossing light. Alternative to this would be to use the tunnel under Rte. 9.
   b. Driving on the Access road between Facilities and Hills Beach Rd. is permissible as long as the driver travels in the same direction as traffic, obeys all road signs and stays to the extreme right edge of the road.

3. On the campus of the University of New England, the pedestrian always has the right-of-way Operators of golf carts will permit this right-of-way. When approaching a pedestrian from behind, slow down and wait for the pedestrian to wave you past them, stop the unit when approaching pedestrians head-on until they pass.

4. No golf cart is to be operated with more passengers than seating is provided.

5. Drivers can only operate golf carts for which they have received training (i.e. those that have received training to operate two passenger carts are not permitted to operate the eight passenger carts).

6. All occupants in the golf cart shall keep hands, arms, legs and feet within the confines of the golf cart at all times when the cart is in motion.

7. Do not operate golf cart until all passengers are seated.

8. Before proceeding to back up make sure there is no person or obstructions behind the cart.

9. Stop the golf cart if passenger(s) behavior affects our ability to operate the golf cart safely.

10. Never shift gears (forward & reverse) while the vehicle is in motion.
11. A golf cart shall be operated at a speed equivalent to a well-paced walk and no faster than fifteen-mph. This maximum speed may be subject to the terrain over which it is being driven, the weather conditions, and the total weight of the golf cart and passengers and any equipment being carried.

12. Avoid operating a golf cart on landscaped lawns.

13. When operating a golf cart on an intercollegiate athletics playing field, all driving must occur on the outside of the playing surface, under no circumstances should a cart be used to cross a field.

14. Reduce speed to compensate for inclines, pedestrians, and weather conditions.

15. Maintain adequate distance between vehicles and pedestrian.

16. Approach sharp or blind corners with caution at a reduced speed.

   • Blind corners include the Decary entrance and Sienna Hall facing Alfond
   • Sharp corners include the back side of Stella Maris

17. Use extreme care at building entrances and upon entering/exiting enclosed areas.

18. Never leave the keys in the golf cart when unattended.

19. When the golf cart is not in use the operator must place the golf cart control lever in the park or neutral position, remove and secure the key and set the parking pedal brake.

20. If the golf cart is parked outdoors overnight, it must be secured with a chain and lock or other equivalent locking mechanism.

21. Parked golf carts should never obstruct access to a building. Adequate space for wheelchairs, catering carts, facilities carts and emergency egress by a crowd, must be maintained.

22. All accidents must be reported, immediately, to the supervisor. If the supervisor is not available, report the accident to the Department of Safety and Security.

23. Golf carts are to stay within the confines of UNE property at all times.

24. Any person who operates a UNE owned golf cart must possess a valid driver’s license and received the required golf cart training.

E. Equipment and Safety Checklist

1. Before operating the golf cart, the operator will:
a. Check for tire condition and inflation (visual).
b. Check for any indication of fluid (oil, battery fluid, etc.) leaks at the rear of the golf cart.
c. Check brakes for proper operation.
d. Check horn for proper operation.
e. Check both mirrors (8 passenger golf cart only). Make sure they are present and not damaged.

2. If the golf cart is in need of repair or maintenance, it should not be driven. Notify Facility Maintenance personnel immediately. An alternative golf cart will be assigned if available.

F. Training

1. Golf cart safety training shall include, but not be limited to, the following information:
   a. The policies contained in this program.
   b. An introduction to the vehicle’s controls and their function.
   c. Inspection procedure to follow prior to starting the vehicle.
   d. Proper conduct for driving the vehicle.
   e. Steps to take when leaving vehicles unattended.
   f. A practical driving test around the UNE campus to familiarize the driver to the campus.

G. All-Terrain Vehicle Laws and Regulations

The UNE golf carts are registered with the State of Maine as All-Terrain Vehicles (ATV) and as such are subject to Maine’s ATV laws. Violations of Maines’s ATV laws can be applied to your motor vehicle license. Any operator stopped by a law enforcement official can be cited for violating ATV laws and fined anywhere from $100 to $1000 depending on the violation. In addition the operator can lose their right to operate an ATV in Maine.

1. Violations can include:
   a. Failure to stop for a law enforcement officer
   b. Attempt to elude a law enforcement officer
   c. Operating under the influence
d. Reckless operation of an ATV

e. Operating to endanger